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Making Investigations 

Making Investigations is a series of toolkits by artist Beth Hopkins 
that offer processes, ideas and techniques to support you in 
developing your art practice. 

Making and thinking as processes are important in Beth’s work 
where materials and ideas are often explored together. For Making 
Investigations we want to bring together doing and making with 

ideas and concepts. 

Investigating torsion and 
the notion of control in 
uncontrollable situations 
through twisting and 
binding, making research 
for the Mental Health 
and Justice project. Beth 

Hopkins.
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Beth works in a diverse range of materials and techniques that 
include, but are not limited to: textiles, drawing, found objects, 
research, assemblage, wrapping, willow, weaving, clay, dyeing, 
sharing, binding, stitch, printing, revealing narratives, asking 
questions, combining, casting, concrete, writing and observing.

There is a strong tactile quality to Beth’s work, a sense that 
the materials have been tested, worked with over and again 
to be understood. It’s interesting to see these investigations as 
conversations that she facilitates between materials, ideas and 
techniques, through which knowledge is produced.

Making Investigations is grounded in the way Beth works with other 
people. Running regular workshops at Bethlem Gallery, she works 
alongside participants, opening up a conversation through art 
making where learning is a two way thing. We wanted to capture 
ZVTL�VM�OLY�HWWYVHJO�HUK�JHYL�MVY�V[OLYZ�ZV�[OH[�`V\�TPNO[�ÄUK�
new methods and materials that support your own making and 
practice. 

Bethlem Gallery
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Everything including the kitchen sink
Toolkit No.1  

Experience your kitchen differently. How does it look, sound 
and feel? We normally associate drawing with looking but what 
happens when we draw what we feel and what we hear?

;OPZ�ÄYZ[�LKP[PVU�VM�Making Investigations is all about using what 
is at hand to explore drawing and looking, feeling, moving and 
SPZ[LUPUN��-YVT�[OLYL��`V\�TPNO[�ÄUK�ZVTL[OPUN�`V\�^HU[�[V�
investigate further, make a bigger more complex piece, combine 
several investigations or break out to use different materials and 
mediums.

Gather together pens, pencils and paper - anything that will make 
H�THYR��;Y`�[V�ÄUK�H�YHUNL�VM�KPMMLYLU[�JVSV\YZ�HUK�[OPJRULZZLZ���0M�
you have charcoal, pastels and paints, fantastic! But don’t worry if 
UV[��Q\Z[�H�IPYV�^PSS�IL�ÄUL���

The following ideas are starting points - we hope you’ll expand on 
them. There are no rules!
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Overlap

Set a timer for 3 minutes and draw as many pieces of cutlery as you 
can on one sheet of paper so they overlap.
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Dancing

Use your pen or pencil to push one piece of rice or pasta around 
the paper, notice the movements it makes and the resulting marks 
made. Then try pushing two or three pieces or invite a friend or 
family member to join you in a dance on the same piece of paper.
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Feeling

Choose a piece of fruit or veg, close your eyes and focus on how it 
feels - is it hard or soft? Is it smooth or rough? 
Then keeping your eyes closed try to draw what you feel. It doesn’t 
have to look like what it is. What marks can you use to show how 
it feels? Do a whole series - how does a pepper feel different from a 
pear or a potato? 
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Continuous

Draw the kitchen sink without taking your pen off the paper.
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Sound

Draw the sounds of your kitchen - what might a kettle boiling look 
like? What kind of marks could you use to describe the sound of a 
washing machine? If you have a hearing impairement, try drawing 
the vibrations you can feel coming from your kitchen appliances 
when they’re on. 
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Pattern

Look for patterns in your kitchen - on china, packaging, tea towels, 
^HSS�[PSLZ��-PSS�H�WHNL�^P[O�HSS�[OL�WH[[LYUZ�`V\�ÄUK�
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Some questions...

What is working for you?

 What isn’t? 

Why?

Can you do them again differently?

Did any ideas come out of these activities? 

Do these drawings and ideas relate to other 

things you are making and thinking about?

Can writing about the drawing be useful?

Now where can these investigations go? 
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+YH^PUN�Z[`SL�HZ�ÄUNLY�WYPU[

@V\Y�KYH^PUN�Z[`SL�PZ�H�SPRL�H�ÄUNLYWYPU[��P[�PZ�H�\UPX\L�HUK�
recognisable part of you. From a quick sketch on the bus to a big 
detailed piece, drawing is my way to experience the world from 
a new perspective. Something that may have been unnoticed 
previously becomes interesting. I look at people on the street and 
think ‘They would be interesting to draw’.

Often I begin a drawing by looking at 
something, but this is just a starting 
point rather than a copy. Likeness 
doesn’t matter to me too much – the 
drawing itself is my focus. I always 
work in pen with the emphasis on line 
– sometimes I’ll soften the line with 
water from a brush pen. I like to keep 
my pen on the paper and follow the 
line around the subject – I think about 
sculptural forms and highlight these.

Your style will be completely different – you might prefer to 
work from your imagination or your memory. Play with different 
materials for different effects, see how many different marks you 
can make. Every artist will have their own favourite tools and this 
ILJVTLZ�WHY[�VM�[OLPY�ÄUNLYWYPU[� 11



Artistic research

Making new work, for me, is a process of research and exploration. 
Drawing is an important element of research – sketches are 
raw material which could develop into a bigger piece later. A 
sketchbook is a place to gather materials – stories, photographs, 
anything that catches your eye. I like to make studies from other 
artists – you can learn a lot by closely observing how they do 
things. Frank Auerbach’s experimental portrait drawings gave me a 
completely new way to see drawing. Giacometti’s quick drawings 
of heads in biro are unmistakably his – you can see the speed 
and energy in them. A lot of galleries have collections available 
online, seek out your own artist-teachers who you can return to for 
guidance and inspiration.

Play is a great way to research – it is the best way to discover 
something new. Try different approaches, mix materials, processes 
and ideas. Make a mess! 12



Making Investigations has been created by Beth Hopkins and 
Bethlem Gallery

www.bethhopkins.weebly.com
www.bethlemgallery.com

If you would like to, you can share your drawings publicly with us 
on social media using the hashtag 
#makinginvestigations

Twitter @Bethlem_Gallery 
Instagram @bethlemgallery
Facebook @bethlemgallery

Or you can show it privately just to the Bethlem Gallery team via  
info@bethlemgallery.com

www.maudsleycharity.org
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